Some Like It Hot
1959, Crime/Comedy
119 min, No rating, Black & White
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Producer  Billy Wilder
Director  Billy Wilder, Born As: Samuel Wilder
Born: June 22, 1906, Vienna, Austria
Ed: University of Vienna (law)
Films: over 51 films since 1929
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Nominated for Director 1944: DOUBLE INDEMNITY
Nominated for Writing - Screenplay 1944: DOUBLE INDEMNITY
Director 1945: THE LOST WEEKEND
Writing - Screenplay 1945: THE LOST WEEKEND
Nominated for Writing - Screenplay 1948: A FOREIGN AFFAIR
Nominated for Director 1950: SUNSET BLVD.
Writing - Story and Screenplay 1950: SUNSET BLVD.
Nominated for Director 1953: STALAG 17
Nominated for Director 1954: SABRINA
Nominated for Writing - Screenplay 1954: SABRINA
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Writing - Story and Screenplay (Written Directly For The Screen) 1960: THE APARTMENT
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The Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award 1987

Screenwriter  Billy Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond
Editor  Arthur Schmidt
Cinematographer  Charles Lang
Composer  Adolph Deutsch
Art design  Ted Haworth
Set designer  Edward G. Boyle
Costumes  Orry-Kelly and Milt Rice
Based on Robert Thoeren and M. Logan's screenplay for the film FANFARES OF LOVE